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Men and women have decidedly different luxury shopping habits

 
By DANNY PARISI

When it comes to luxury spending, men are more likely to spend more and to buy things for people other than
themselves, according to a new report from Shullman Research Center.

The report looked at the different spending habits of men and women when it comes to luxury and found that
overall, men spent $39 million on luxury in the past year while women spent only $28 million. These disparities can
be attributed to a number of factors and can influence how brands market to different demographics.

"I see the takeaway as a brand needs to really understand the genders of their customers," said Bob Shullman,
founder and CEO of Shullman Research Center, New York. "If it's  a male and female offering, the marketer should
use themes and words that appeal to both males and females as selected word clouds in the brief show.

"If it's  unequivocally a female target, the brand should use the female oriented themes and words. If it's  a male
target, use male oriented themes and words."

Men and women
The difference in shopping behaviors between demographics is always of keen interest to brands as they attempt to
tailor their marketing campaigns to perfectly suit their target shoppers.

This is even more important in the modern age of marketing when personalized and custom messages are all the
more necessary.

Deciphering the difference in luxury spending habits between men and women was the motivation of a recent
report from Shullman. What the data showed was that men spend more on luxury and are more likely to buy things
for other people than for themselves.
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Men make up the majority of luxury spending

Fifty-eight percent of luxury spending in the last year came from men and 42 percent from women. Interestingly, the
amount of luxury items purchased was around the same for men and women, with an average of 2.9 items for men
and 2.8 items for women.

This suggests that men and women shop for luxury items at around the same rate with the difference being in the
amount of money spent on each item.

The disparity can be attributed to a number of factors, including the wage that sees men more likely to have higher
incomes than women.

This is supported by further data that shows the higher the income of the shopper, the smaller the gap in spending
habits between men and women. In other words, the most affluent men and women have similar luxury shopping
habits, while the less affluent shoppers display the aforementioned disparities.

Shopping habits
Another interesting fact from the data was that men are more likely to purchase luxury items for someone other than
themselves than women, though for both men and women, self purchases were by far the most popular, with 79
percent for men and 89 percent for women.

This data suggests that men and women have distinct habits and ideas about shopping, specifically informed by
their income levels.

For this reason, luxury brands need to be able to cater their marketing tactics to apply to the consumers they are
trying to target.

This has been reflected in some recent moves by luxury brands, such as Gucci's combination of men's and
women's fashion into one show last year.

The disparity between men and women shrinks as income grows

Gucci president and CEO Marco Bizzarri announced during his keynote at the International New York Times Luxury
Conference on April 5 of last year that the brand would begin showing its men's and women's wear together in a
single show per season starting in this year. Fashion is trying to find a winning format for the runway show, which
causes creatives at large houses to stage numerous spectacles a year (see story).

With the data provided by Shullman, luxury brands should be able to take a closer look at their marketing tactics for
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men and women and adjust accordingly to make the most of their marketing dollars.

"The brands and their agencies need to go out into their marketplaces and listen very carefully to how their
customers and prospects discuss their categories and brands," Mr. Shullman said. "Don't think you know the
appropriate messaging.

"Listen and then test what you plan to use," he said. "Last but not least, my experience indicates that female oriented
brands' messages resonate better with their audiences when female creatives develop their messages as do male
oriented brands when male creatives are the creatives.

"When the brand targets both sexes, have a male and female team work together and handle the creative work."
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